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As a successful and growing part of
USC's Center for Robotics and
Embedded Systems, the second largest
center for robotics in the world, the
Interaction Lab has the resources to
attack the problem of embodied behavior
on many fronts. The research program
includes the recognition, representation,
adaptation, transfer, and synthesis of
behavior. The application domains span
a wide range of embodied systems and
use hardware as diverse as humanoids,
robot dogs, and groups of mobile robots.
Anchored in the Behavior-Based (BB)
control paradigm, the Interaction Lab's
work is developing BB control into a
mature field rich in applications and
connections to other frameworks for
analysis and control.

Recognition, Adaptation, and Synthesis
of behavior place different requirements
on the internal representation of
behavior within a robot. Here we present
results from three current projects. The
first project, Primitive-Based Imitation
Learning, studies the role of primitives,
including oscillatory, discrete, and

postural primitives, in Imitation
Learning. The second project, Natural
Methods for Human-Robot Interaction,
demonstrates imitation learning and the
transfer of behavior between humans
and robots. The final project, Scheduling
with G roup Dynamics, demonstrates a
distributed task-allocation algorithm that
allows a group of autonomous robots to
optimize their performance in environ-
ments ill-suited for classic scheduling
algorithms. 

Primitives-Based Imitation Learning
Rather than explicitly planning the
trajectory of motion of a limb anew for
each movement, this project is inspired
by theories that posit that human beings
tend to chose from a limited but possibly
large repertoire of movement primitives.
The inspiration for primitives-based
motor control is based on evidence from
experiments carried out on frogs and
rats, where complete movements (such
as reaching and wiping) could be
produced by potentiating an electrode in
different regions of the spine of spinal-
ized frogs.

Primitive-Based Imitation Learning,
focuses on developing a model of
learning by imitation. As one of the most
powerful yet poorly understood forms of
learning in nature, imitation presents an
important research problem in AI and
machine learning, as well as in the
behavior and neural sciences. The recent
successes of this project include new
technologies for motion capture and
algorithms for extracting primitives
automatically. Currently active members
of this project are PhD students Evan
Drumwright, Chad Jenkins, Amit
Ramesh, and Monica Nicolescu. 

Natural Methods 
for Human-Robot Interaction 
The goal of this project, mainly the work
of PhD student Monica Nicolescu, is to
extend a robot's model of interaction
with humans so that it can induce
changes in a human's behavior and also
express its intentions in a way that
humans can easily understand. The chal-
lenge the project addresses is allowing
interaction to occur without the need for
an explicitly shared vocabulary between
the robot and the human. One important
advantage of using a body language
technique is that the method is not
restricted to having a robot with a
humanoid body or face: the approach
does not require structural body similari-
ties between the interacting agents in
order to achieve successful interaction.
Even if there is no exact mapping
between a mobile robot's physical char-
acteristics and those of a human user, the
robot is still able to convey a message to
the human. The approach relies on
implicit interaction, which can be
achieved by designing an applicable
subset of body movements and behav-
iors for the robot which are already
known and understandable by humans
through their common sense. 

At the University of Southern California (USC), the Interaction Lab under Professor
Maja Mataric takes a multi-pronged approach to studying embodied systems and
the elusive concept of 'behavior'.

The Many Faces of Behavior
by Torbjørn Dahl

A Pioneer mobile robot learning from a human teacher. 
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Multi-Robot Task Allocation 
through Vacancy Chains
T his project tackles the problem of group
dynamics in Scheduling and is mainly
the work of T orbjorn Dahl, a post-
doctoral research associate. Existing task
allocation and scheduling algorithms,
including task-allocation algorithms for
multi-robot systems, generally assume
that tasks are independent. T his assump-
tion is often violated in groups of coop-
erative mobile robots, where the group
dynamics can have a critical impact on
performance. T he project has developed
a multi-robot task allocation algorithm
that is sensitive to group dynamics. A n
algorithm based on vacancy chains, a
resource distribution process common in
human and animal societies, has been
developed.

In particular, the project has studied the
problem of cooperative transportation. It
has been demonstrated, through experi-
ments in simulation, that if robots keep
local task utility estimates, and follow a
greedy task selection policy, the interac-
tions in the group cause the collection of
learned policies to converge toward an
optimal allocation pattern as defined by
the vacancy chain framework.  

A s the robots are continuously updating
their individual utility estimates, the
vacancy chain algorithm has the addi-
tional property of adapting automatically
to changes in the environment, eg, robot
breakdowns or changes in task values.
Experiments show that in the case of
such changes, the vacancy chain algo-
rithm consistently outperforms random
and static task allocation algorithms.

Links:
USC the Interaction Lab: 
http://robotics.usc.edu/~agents

USC's Center for Robotics and Embedded
Systems: http://cres.usc.edu

Primitives-Based Imitation Learning: 
http://robotics.usc.edu/~agents/Links/
Research/imitation.html

Natural Methods for Human-Robot Interaction: 
http://robotics.usc.edu/~monica/Research/
HRI/hri.html

Multi-Robot Task Allocation through V
acancy Chains:
http://robotics.usc.edu/~tdahl/projects/
vacancychains.html

Please contact:
Torbjørn Dahl, Interaction Lab, 
University Southern California, USA
E-mail: Torbjorn-Semb.Dahl@ffi.no

IDA 's environment consists of a typical
fast workstation with lots of memory, a
connection to the Internet, and access to
several US N avy databases for personnel
records, training schedules, etc. She
senses her environment by interpreting
incoming strings of symbols from email
messages and database records, and acts
on it by composing and sending her own
such email messages and database
queries. She pursues her own agenda, all
of which has to do with persuading a
sailor to accept a job she has selected as
suitable and offered. IDA  is a software
agent that goes a long way towards being
a cognitive system. Her job is to

completely replace a human 'detailer,'
the personnel officer who normally
performs such negotiations.

Supported by the US N avy over the past
five years, the IDA  project is the work of
the 'C onscious' Software R esearch
G roup at the University of M emphis. It
pursues two objectives: 1) to automate
the N avy's assignment of personnel, and
2) to model human cognition in the
process. 'C onscious' in the sense that she
models a psychological theory of
consciousness, B aars' global workspace
theory, IDA  also models theories of
perception, memory, decision making,

deliberation and constraint satisfaction.
She is a fertile source of hypotheses
about human cognition that can be tested
by cognitive scientists and neuroscien-
tists.

T he same IDA  technology is capable of
automating the tasks of many human
information agents, that is people who
negotiate in natural language, access
information in databases, adhere to
company or agency policy, make deci-
sions, and create paper products. Such
human information agents might include
customer services agents, travel agents,
loan officers for a bank, and various low

A US Navy sailor writes to IDA, "I'm approaching the end of this tour of duty and
will need a new job. Can you find me something suitable in the San Diego area?"
A couple of months of negotiation via a dozen or so email messages follow. "Can
I have the job at the El Toro Marine Base?" "No, you must go to sea duty, and
that temporary detached duty won't count." "Can I wait two weeks for the next
requisition [jobs] list." "Sure, maybe something more suitable will come up."
Issues concerning the sailor's preferences, job qualifications, and Navy policy
are discussed. Finally the sailor agrees to an offered job aboard the USS
Pennington based out of San Diego. A negotiation between a sailor and a human
personnel officer? No, between a sailor and IDA, a software agent cognitive
system.

IDA, a Software Agent Cognitive System
by Stan Franklin


